[Constraint priority list-based multi-objective optimization for intensity-modulated radiation therapy].
In intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), it is time-consuming to repeatedly adjust the objectives manually to obtain the best tradeoff between the prescribed dose of the planning target volume and sparing the organs-at-risk. Here we propose a new method to realize automatic multi-objective IMRT optimization, which quantifies the clinical preferences into the constraint priority list and adjusts the dose constraints based on the list to obtain the optimal solutions under the dose constraints. This method contains automatic adjustment mechanism of the dose constraint and automatic voxel weighting factor-based FMO model. Every time the dose constraint is adjusted, the voxel weighting factor-based FMO model is launched to find a global optimal solution that satisfied the current constraints. We tested the feasibility and effectiveness of this method in 6 cases of cervical cancer with IMRT by comparing the original plan and the automatic optimization plan generated by this method. The results showed that with the same PTV coverage and uniformity, the automatic optimization plan had a better a dose sparing of the organs-at-risk and a better plan quality than the original plan, and resulted in obvious reductions of the average V45 of the rectum from (41.99∓13.31)% to (32.55∓22.27)% and of the bladder from (44.37∓4.08)% to (28.99∓15.25)%.